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“Many of the smaller events in the London 
tech scene are free, sponsorships are their 
lifeblood. We need to professionalise sponsor 
offerings with better data.”
Robert Fenton Organiser, Hipsters Hackers & Hustlers

“Smaller event sponsorships allow us to 
engage with potential clients and candidates 
in a more powerful way. Developers 
are exposed to lots of noise, they don’t 
necessarily pay attention to ads or direct 
marketing messages. Events give us access 
to people we couldn’t get to any other way.”
Catherine Armato Events marketing Manager, Hired Inc.

https://www.airfinity.com/
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London tech events in numbers

10,000+ 

People

£16m—£36m+

Current Market Size Market Potential

£5M+

1,200+ 

Events

Sponsors

840K+ 
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Introduction

The technology industry is one of the 
core drivers of future competitiveness. To 
maintain its position as a global hub, London 
has positioned itself as a cradle of future tech 
behemoths. Events are critical to this growth; 
this is where important connections are 
made, learning takes place and the identity of 
the professional tech community is formed. 

The technology industry cannot thrive 
without an active event scene.

Despite this, there is no comprehensive 
overview of the size and composition of 
London tech events. This report is the first 
data mapping of the small to mid-sized 
event industry ecosystem. The data will 
help sponsors, venues, suppliers, speakers, 
organisers, and attendees to gain valuable 
insights into the opportunities in the London 
tech scene. 

https://www.airfinity.com/
https://www.airfinity.com/
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Key findings
When one thinks of the tech scene, one typically pictures the 
flagship events that generate lots of publicity: Web Summit, 
Le Web, London Tech Week, and TechCrunch Disrupt.

However, in terms of reach, attendees and engagement, the 
local tech event scene is larger, in aggregate, than even the 
biggest tech events. The numbers don’t lie, tech events are 
blossoming in line with the overall success of the start-up 
and technology ecosystem in the capital, and techies are 
attending events in droves; >800,000 participants at >10.000 
events in London during 2016 alone. 

Although many sponsors and brands are involved, the 
revenue tells another story. The total sponsor-spend is not 
impressive and does not square up with the attendee reach. 
The small and mid-sized events have potential for much 
more. These events have attractive audiences. If they were 
more professional in attracting sponsors, documenting their 
attendees and their value, this analysis suggests that their 
market could easily triple in size.

This is critical, because the analysis also shows that most of 
these events are free events. Sponsorship is their lifeblood. 

The average event has 84 attendees, and attracts an average 
of two sponsors. Many events still only secure food and 
drinks sponsorships. 53% secure monetary sponsorships 
with an average value of £1,600. 

With over 10,000 long-tail tech events and 1,200 sponsors 
that equates to an annual spend of more than £5 million, 
or ca. £6 spent to reach each attendee. £6 per attendee is 
lower than the average premium advertising budget and 
significantly lower than what sponsors are willing to pay for 
a good event.  

For the purposes of this report, we focused on small 
and mid-sized events, since the large events are well 
documented. Small and mid-sized events are defined as 
events with less than 250 attendees. 

“This is an important report 
for the events industry, 
showing what value long-
tail events can create for a 
whole ecosystem. 

It also highlights an 
opportunity gap that I’m 
sure brands and organisers 
will be keen to fill–a lack of 
robust financial sponsorship 
for smaller tech events - 
which in turn should help 
fuel their growth, deliver 
great ROI for sponsors, 
and keep fuelling the tech 
industry as a whole.” 
Mark Walker  
Head of Content, Eventbrite

https://www.airfinity.com/
https://www.airfinity.com/
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Analysis 

 Key findings

• >50% of sponsorship is cost-related, which indicates that most organisers price their 
sponsorship on the expenses they expect to incur, rather than reflecting the actual 
value to the sponsor.

• The above also confirms that financial support is singularly the most vital 
consideration for niche event providers.

FIGURE 1 

Types of sponsorships
Breakdown of type of sponsorship per event 

  Financial Support  

  Venue   

  Drinks & Food     

  Food & Venue

  Drinks, Food & Venue   

  Food   

  Logistics  

  Drinks & Venue   

  Drinks

  Financial Support & Food 

  Drinks & Financial Support   

  Financial Support & Venue 

  Food & Logistics

53%

17%

9%

7%
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3%
2%
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FIGURE 2 

Current market size
What does the current market look like?

 Key findings

• Whilst most events do not receive monetary sponsorship, its value is still greater than 
those who receive different types of sponsorship.

• These figures are surprisingly low compared to other marketing activities such as a 
print campaign.

  Financial Support      Drink, Food, and Venue Sponsorship

Average financial 
sponsorship value 

£1,628

Total value 

£5,257,618
£2M £3M+

https://www.airfinity.com/
https://www.airfinity.com/
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FIGURE 3 

Market potential
What could the market prospect look like?

The small and mid-sized events have a clearly defined audience, high engagement, and 
high affinity with the events. In short, they have a very strong proposition to offer sponsors. 
Indications from potential sponsors show that there is room for significant growth if 
organisers become more professional at selling their sponsorship packages.

 Scenario A is based on the prospect of each of the 10,000 long tail events having a single 
monetary sponsor. This is still a very conservative estimate, with many sponsors willing to spend 
more on quality events, and the average number of sponsors per event currently being two.

 Scenario B is based on the prospect of spend per attendee being on par with qualified leads  
from premium media outlets or in the lower range of what premium events charge (£40).

Current Scenario A Projection Scenario B Projection

£5M

Market Value (£)

16M+

33M+

225%
Increase

572%
Increase

https://www.airfinity.com/
https://www.airfinity.com/
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 Key findings

• The clear majority of niche tech events don’t charge entry fees, highlighting how 
crucial regular sponsorship is for these events.

FIGURE 4 

Free versus paid
Are events charging admission?

Average Ticket Price

£5

  Free      Paid

6%

94%

https://www.airfinity.com/
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 Key findings

• Based on Airfinity’s research, this is a benchmark for how much organisations are 
willing to spend on sponsorships of different types of events.

• The quality of an event is evaluated by the event’s reputation, the types of attendees, 
speakers, venues, and whether admission is charged.

• Standard events will typically be ‘in kind’ sponsorships.

FIGURE 5 

Current event sponsorship benchmarks
What are sponsors willing to pay*?

Attendees Quality of Events

High Medium Standard

<100 £500–£1,000 £250–£500 £100–£250

100–250 £1,000–£2,500 £500–£1,500 £250–£500

>250 £2500+ £1500+ £500+

*Numbers based on interviews with a number of sponsors and organisers.

https://www.airfinity.com/
https://www.airfinity.com/
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 Key findings

• The Average Company Score is a proprietary metric.

• There is no significant correlation between the number of sponsors, and an event’s 
attendees or social engagement. 

• There is no notable correlation between the number of attendees and the Company 
Score of sponsors. This suggests that reaching the right audience and other quality 
factors, such as speakers and venue, are more important to a sponsor than the 
number of attendees.

FIGURE 6 

Impact of attendance and social engagement on 
amount of sponsorships
Does high sponsorship mean high attendance and engagement?
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Sponsor Events Sponsored

London Web Performance Group 

London Web Components Meetup 

London: Materialup 

Internet Of Things Innovators Uk 

Uk Azure User Group 

Winops London

Ionic Uk Meetup 

London Cfml & Web Community

Core Os London 

London Web Components Meetup

Ljc London Java Community 

Data Natives London

FIGURE 7 

Top 5 monetary sponsors 
Which Companies offer the most financial sponsorship to the most events?

https://www.airfinity.com/
https://www.airfinity.com/
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 Key findings

• This data is based on the total number of sponsors of each event. Not the total value 
of each sponsorship.

• Software & Internet sector companies provide the most sponsorship to the top events, 
offering 28% more sponsorship than the second largest sector.

• Financial Support is the type of sponsorship favoured by many events, regardless of 
how many sponsors they have.

FIGURE 8

Top sponsored events
Which events are the most attractive to sponsors?

100%

12% 65% 6% 18%

17% 6% 28% 50%

91% 9%

38% 25% 38%

Data Natives London (16 Sponsors)

We are Fintech (13 Sponsors)

London Web Performance Group (12 Sponsors)

Health 2.0 London (11 Sponsors)

LJC London Java Community (11 Sponsors)

  Drinks      Financial Support      Food      Venue

Type of Sponsorship

https://www.airfinity.com/
https://www.airfinity.com/
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 Key findings

• The types of events that gain the most sponsorship do not fluctuate significantly 
based on the sponsors sector.

• Software & Internet, and Professional Services have similar patterns of sponsorship. 
This potentially could be due to these sectors catering to similar markets.

• Hardware companies deviated the most from other sectors, taking the most interest 
in gaming, and, (unsurprisingly), hardware events.

FIGURE 9 

Sponsor type & event type
Which event categories are attractive to which sponsor sectors?

16% 14% 4% 18% 14% 12% 4% 8%

23% 8% 10% 8% 21% 8% 4% 4% 4%

10% 10% 5% 10% 19% 10% 5% 5% 5%24%

6% 15%14% 22%7% 10%15% 3% 3%

7% 13%15% 17%7% 10%18% 5% 4% 4%

Software & Internet sponsors

Professional Service sponsors

Finance sponsors

Media sponsors

Hardware sponsors

Event Category

  Adtech  

  Agile   

  A.I     

  Data 

  Design   
  Developers   
  Devops  
  Edtech   

  Entrepeneurship 

  Fintech 

  Gaming   

  Hardware 

  Legal

  Security

  Testing

https://www.airfinity.com/
https://www.airfinity.com/
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 Key findings

• Software & Internet sector companies offer more than half of all sponsorship, 
highlighting the value they perceive from sponsorship.

• Hardware companies accounted for only 4% of the total sponsorship ecosystem, 
suggesting that events seeking sponsorship need to offer something special to  
attract them.

• Financial Support is the type of sponsorship offered the most by all sectors, 
suggesting both events and sponsors find this the easiest and most useful way  
to sponsor.

FIGURE 10 

Sponsor type & support given
What is the preferred sponsorship type by sponsor sector? 

13%

72% 11% 6% 11%

41% 28%

15% 51% 16% 16%

14% 43% 15% 27%

17% 29% 21% 5% 29%

15%

Software & Internet sponsors

Professional Services sponsors

Finance sponsors

Media sponsors

Hardware sponsors

  Drinks      Financial Support      Food      Logistics      Venue

Type of Sponsorship

https://www.airfinity.com/
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 Key findings

• Events aimed at Developers received the most sponsorship, gaining 10% more 
sponsorship than Devops events. 

• Design events received the highest proportion of Financial Support.

• The type of sponsorship given was consistent regardless of category.

FIGURE 11 

Event categories 
What type of sponsorship do specific event categories attract?

11%

13%

17% 28% 26% 29%

57% 20%

13% 53% 19% 15%

22% 37% 22% 16%

49% 16% 24%

10%

Developers Events

Data Events

Agile Events

Design Events

Devops Events

  Drinks      Financial Support      Food      Venue 

Type of Sponsorship
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Methodology

By identifying 10,000 events in our proprietary Event GraphTM, we selected a broad sample 
of 800 events and analysed them in depth. We categorised the events and their sponsors, 
and used this to map out the ecosystem of these events. We then established which of 
these communities were popular, what kinds of sponsors they were attracting, and what 
types of sponsorship were provided to the events. We examined the types of sponsorship 
and their respective sponsorship accounts. 

Figures indicated are based on Airfinity’s proprietary research, and based on publicly 
accessible data. 

https://www.airfinity.com/
https://www.airfinity.com/
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The events categories

Definition of terms

Adtech Different types of analytics and digital tools used in the context of advertising

Data The skills and equipment used to organize, secure, store and retrieve 
information

Design The design of hardware or software

Developers A developer is an individual that builds and create software and applications

Devops A set of practices that emphasize the collaboration and communication of 
both software developers and information technology (IT) professionals while 
automating the process of software delivery and infrastructure changes

Edtech Facilitating learning by creating and using appropriate technological processes 
and resources

Entrepreneurship Individuals setting up a business or businesses

Fintech Technology used to support or enable banking and financial services

Gaming Electronic video games

Hardware The physical aspect of computers, telecommunications, and other devices. 

Legal The application of technology and software to help law firms

Product Something that is created and then made available to customers

Security Software or technology used to secure data or other sensitive information

Trends Currently popular technology or themes

https://www.airfinity.com/
https://www.airfinity.com/
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About Us

About Airfinity 
Airfinity is a London based event tech start-up. Our mission is to structure the world’s b2b 
event data to generate actionable and business critical insights for everyone in the industry. 

The core of Airfinity’s technology is the proprietary Event GraphTM, a digital mapping of the 
world of events and hundreds of data points of each individual event. Through advanced 
data processing tools, machine learning and predictive analytics, we derive entirely new 
actionable insights that can radically improve event monetization and sponsor and 
attendee ROI.

For more about us visit: www.airfinity.com

About Eventbrite
Eventbrite powers more than two million live experiences each year, hosting the world’s 
largest online selection of events. Organisers use Eventbrite to boost ticket sales, promote 
and manage events, and analyse results. Event-goers use Eventbrite to discover exciting 
things to do and get tickets on a safe, easy-to-use platform.

To find out how you can innovate with Eventbrite and grow your event, visit  
www.eventbrite.co.uk/how-it-works, or give us a call on 0800 009 3502

Published April, 2017

https://www.airfinity.com/
https://www.airfinity.com/
http://www.airfinity.com
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